24. Was the interview with George Graham a good thing for Harrison?

25. What was the outcome of Harrison's first sea trial with his sea clock?

26. Was H2 successful? Did it have problems?

27. Was Masculine's celestial tables the answer to the longitude question? What might be the problems associated with this method?

28. What was different with H3? Was it the answer to his problems?

29. What was the different direction that Harrison took to develop H4?

30. Why was it such a blow to Harrison that Masculine be appointed the Astronomer Royal?

31. Did Harrison get the money? How much time had passed?

32. What do modern navigators use to pinpoint positions now?  
AFTER VIEWING THE VIDEO, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

33. Explain how time was used to pinpoint longitudinal positions.

34. Why did the Longitude Board not accept or welcome Harrison's ideas or solutions?